French as a New Minor Subject
Details for 2021-22

1. Why take this New Minor Subject?
French is a major world language, with a rich cultural and intellectual heritage. Knowledge
of the French language and its literature, history, and society opens up a world of
opportunities to those who study them. French is an official working language of many
international organisations (UN, OECD, NATO, etc.) and as such plays a decisive role in world
affairs. French studies also develop highly sought-after transferrable skills – excellent
written and oral communication skills, critical thinking, dealing with ambiguity, extensive
analytical skills – which are sought after across a range of sectors, such as the creative
industries, publishing, interpreting, teaching, journalism, broadcasting, diplomacy, public
service, and tourism, to name but a few. Not only is the study of French language, literature,
history, politics and philosophy a hugely enriching intellectual experience, but it also leaves
graduates very well placed to succeed in a wide range of professional contexts.
2. What will I learn?
As a student of French as a New Minor Subject, you will study French language, and
francophone history, culture and society for up to three years. In SF, you will have two hours
of language class per week (one in a small group, one as a lecture) in which you’ll revise the
fundamentals of grammar and learn how to compose short essays on contemporary topics.
You’ll also be introduced to aspects of contemporary French and francophone culture and
society and have oral language classes with native French speakers. In JS, you’ll continue
with language classes and study translation and composition. If you decide to stick with
French throughout your degree you’ll also choose from a range of options on French
linguistics, political thought and literature in JS. If you choose to continue French in SS, you’ll
study advanced composition and translation, and can choose from a range of advanced
optional modules on French literature, history, and linguistics.
3. What will I do?
Senior Fresh (all pathways)
In SF you'll study the following modules (all 5 credits) as a student of French as a New Minor
Subject:
Code
Title
FRU11001 Written Language MT
FRU11002 Written Language HT
French and Francophone Cultures
FRU11021 (MT)
FRU11022 French and Francophone Cultures
1

Assessment
Continuous + Exam
Continuous + Exam

Semester
1
2

Continuous
Continuous

1
2

(HT)
Junior Sophister (to graduate with Single Honours degree)
In JS you can continue to take French as a minor. If you wish to take French but continue on
the Single Honours pathway to graduate with a Single Honours degree you'll study the
following language modules (both 5 credits):
Code
Title
FRU22001 Oral and Written Language MT
FRU22002 Oral and Written Language HT

Assessment
Continuous + Exam
Continuous + Exam

Semester
1
2

Junior Sophister (to graduate with Major with Minor degree)
If you choose to move from a Single Honours pathway so that you graduate with a Major
with a Minor degree, you'll study the two language modules above plus two of the following
modules, one from each semester and one from each group (Group 1: Literature, Group 2:
Political Thought, Group 3: Linguistics). Please note that you cannot take two module from
a single group.
Code
FRU22011
FRU22041
FRU22051
FRU22022
FRU22032
FRU22062

Title
French Literature (Early Modern)
Political Thought (Early Modern)
Linguistics 1 (Varieties)
French Literature (Modern)
Political Thought (Modern)
Linguistics 2 (French as First Language)

Assessment
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous

Semester
1
1
1
2
2
2

Senior Sophister (to graduate with Major with Minor degree)
If you choose to move from a Single Honours pathway in JS so that you graduate with a
Major with Minor degree, you'll study 20 ECTS of French modules in SS, 10 ECTS of language
and 10 ECTS on your choice of optional modules. For the full list of these module consult the
JS TJH handbook on the French Department website.
Code
Title
FRU33011 Written and Oral Language MT
MT Option (choose 1 from 3)
FRU33012 Written and Oral Language HT
HT Option (choose 1 from 3)

Assessment
Exam
Continuous
Exam
Continuous

Semester
1
1
2
2

Senior Sophister (graduate with Single Honours degree)
If you choose to remain on the Single Honours pathway then you will not study French in
SS.
4. How will this be assessed?
See module details above for assessment details.
2

5. Contacts
Remember that as a student taking French as a New Minor Subject, you will take modules in
French in the year below your year of study, so it is important to direct your questions to
the correct year coordinator:
Junior Fresh modules (for NMS students in SF): Dr Rachel Hoare (rmhoare@tcd.ie)
Senior Fresh modules (for NMS students in JS): Dr Hannes Opelz (opelzh@tcd.ie)
Junior Sophister modules (for NMS students in SS): Dr Sarah Alyn Stacey (salynsta@tcd.ie)
General queries can also be sent to the French Department Office (french@tcd.ie)
For detailed information on all modules, consult the relevant TJH handbook on the French
Department website: www.tcd.ie/french/local
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